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The pilot study results validated the Workplace Transitions
e-Toolkit’s vision and intended purpose. For a subgroup of likely
ill cancer survivors, quality of life increased between the baseline
and the follow-up surveys.
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The results from the pilot study
informed enhancements to the e-Toolkit.
It now includes an employer adoption
section, enhanced caregiver resources
and a new section that speaks directly
to employees.
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To address and optimize the well-being of everyone
affected by cancer, Anthem, Inc. collaborated with
leading organizations and researchers to create
Workplace Transitions for People Touched by Cancer.
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Workplace Transitions for People Touched by Cancer
is an online toolkit (WorkplaceTransitions.org) to
help employers and workplaces support a positive return
to work for employees diagnosed and living with cancer.
It supports employee quality of life by providing managers
with information and resources to manage their return to
work. The e-Toolkit also includes practical ideas for
supporting employees in need and a path to enhance
employee retention, morale and productivity.
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Satisfaction was also very high among the managers who accessed
the e-Toolkit. 93% of managers found this resource helpful. They
noted that the toolkit especially helped them provide employees
with emotional support, and 86% found it easy to access and use.

WorkplaceTransitions.org
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employees who self-disclosed a cancer diagnosis
completed baseline survey

“
“

My company should consider making this subject
mandatory training for their managers.
—Manager, pilot company

It was a very useful tool, and very timely, as one of
my employees had just been diagnosed with cancer
and I felt unprepared at the time. The tool offered
suggestions that I had not considered.

The toolkit is now publically available
at WorkplaceTransitions.org
at no cost to workplaces nationwide.
It supports employers
nationally with website analytics
revealing 11,279 unique
users spanning all 50 states.

—Manager, pilot company

Of managers who accessed the e-Toolkit:

86%

78%

93%

said the
e-Toolkit was
easy to access
and use

said they
were very or extremely
likely to recommend
the resource to a colleague

of managers
said
it was
helpful

What they liked:
There are nearly 14.5 million cancer survivors in the United States.
Employment concerns affect the 44% of the newly diagnosed who are
of working age. Virtually all of them are protected by the Americans
with Disability Act (ADA).

93%
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But people with cancer often experience a variety of emotional and
physical challenges as they try to blend their personal and work lives.
At the same time, 73% of surveyed cancer survivors report that the
routine nature of work aids their recovery and quality of life.

Anthem’s online market research validated this gap, showing that only
15% of 188 employers surveyed felt they had the tools and resources
available to support employees with cancer. It became clear that
employers needed a state-of-the-art resource to create a strong
bond between employees’ health and productivity.
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ANTHEM, INC.

completed follow-up survey

The e-Toolkit was tested in six large companies (Anthem, Ernst &
Young, Merck, North American Mission Board, Northrop Grumman
and Verizon), representing 150,000 geographically diverse employees.

Employers are also interested in keeping valued employees because
continued employment can beneﬁt the company as a whole. Even
with $7.5 billion lost annually in productivity due to cancer-related
disabilities, few resources existed to support workplaces.
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The pilot study had two speciﬁc aims:
For employees who self-reported a cancer diagnosis:
To measure the impact of the e-Toolkit on quality of life
and employment outcomes.
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of managers liked information
about employer’s role and how
to provide emotional support

For managers:
To measure users' perception of the usability, acceptability,
and utility of the e-Toolkit.
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liked information
about relevant laws

liked other information
about making a workplace
transition plan

Visit
WorkplaceTransitions.org

liked the downloadable
transition plan e-template
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